


IMPROVE  
VOCABULARY

A simple act of learning new words can help you gain 
command over English Language.



How can you improve vocabulary?

Develop 
Regular 
Reading 
Habits

Read 
Newspapers 
Daily

Read Daily 
Vocab on 
Bankersadda
or Adda247 
App

Step 
1 

Mark the 
words you 
don’t 
Understand

Find out 
their 
meaning

Don’t try to 
mug up word-
meaning, try 
to understand 
them and 
their proper 
use.

Step 
2 Learn 

Synonyms 
and Antonyms 
of those 
words

This will help 
you enhance 
your 
Vocabulary in 
short time

Step 
3 Use those 

words in 
sentences 
throughout 
the day.

Try to 
associate 
those words 
with real life 
situation.

Step 
4 



Frail - दरु्बल
Adjective: having delicate health; not robust; weak; 
easily broken or destroyed; morally weak; easily 
tempted. 

weak in character or morals. - अनैतिक

Synonyms: 

Feeble, Fragile, Slender, Vulnerable, Brittle,      
Tenuous

Antonyms: 

Firm ,  Healthy,  Hearty

She felt somehow drawn to the picture of a frail 
looking girl with dark eyes that looked out 
hauntingly from a delicately beautiful face.



Fortify - मज़रू्त करना
Verb: to protect or strengthen against attack; build 
defences round; surround or provide with defensive 
military works;  to make strong; to increase the 
effectiveness of, to strengthen mentally or morally; 
to confirm or corroborate.

Synonyms: 

Secure, Protect, Surround

Antonyms: 

Harm, Weaken  

Bans on books strike at the principles of justice 
that are meant to fortify our democracy.



Exhort - अनुरोध करना
Verb: to urge, advise, or caution earnestly; admonish 
urgently; to give urgent advice, recommendations, or 
warnings.

Synonyms: 

admonish, advise, beseech, call upon, caution, 
encourage, enjoin, incite, persuade.

Antonyms: 

deter, discourage, dissuade, answer, leave alone.

The voices exhorting the central bank to reduce 
interest rates are only going to grow ahead of its 
next bimonthly policy review at the beginning of 
August.



Aristocracy - अभिजात वर्ब
Noun: a class of persons holding exceptional rank 
and privileges, especially the hereditary nobility; a 
government or state ruled by an aristocracy, elite, 
or privileged upper class; government by those 
considered to be the best or most able people in 
the state.

Synonyms: 

elite, gentility, nobility, upper class, patriciate.

Antonyms: 

the working class, servile, the common people, the 
masses

Hindi continues to have servile status 
while English continues to be language 
of aristocracy.

The richest people in our town are 
considered to be the town aristocracy.



Imminent - ननकटस्थ
Adjective: likely to occur at any moment; impending; 
projecting or leaning forward; overhanging.

Synonyms: 

forthcoming, immediate, impending, inevitable, 
likely, looming, possible, probable, unavoidable, 
about to happen, approaching, brewing, close, 
coming, expectant

Antonyms: 

avoidable, distant, escapable, later

His success was imminent, and it was 
thought his appointment as manager 
was assured.

Through his efforts, he was successful in 
averting an imminent war. 



Coax - मनाना
Verb: to attempt to influence by gentle persuasion, 
flattery, etc.; cajole; to obtain by coaxing; to 
manipulate to a desired end by adroit handling or 
persistent effort; to use gentle persuasion.

Synonyms: 

persuade, wheedle, cajole, talk into something, get 
round, prevail on, beguile, flatter

Antonyms: 

discourage, repel, repulse, turn off, disenchant.

Nimit devised this ridiculous trip to coax 
his sister to come back to Delhi.

The unusual project coaxes people to 
“not judge a book by its cover” and 
instead initiate conversations.



Glimpse - झलक
Noun: a very brief, passing look, sight, or view; a 
momentary or slight appearance; a vague idea; 

Verb: to catch or take a glimpse of; to look briefly; 
glance (usually followed by at)

Synonyms: 

glance, impression, sight, brief look, quick look; 
peek, peep

Antonyms: 

Stare

He comes here often to catch a glimpse
of the placid waters of the canal.

She got a glimpse of the actor in the 
trailer. 

We can get a glimpse of the life style of 
ancient people from this wall painting.



Horizon - क्षिनतज
Noun: the line or circle that forms the apparent 
boundary between earth and sky; 

the limit or range of perception, knowledge, or the 
like. - ज्ञान आदद की सीमा

Synonyms: 

boundary, perspective, prospect, scope, border, 
compass, ken, limit, purview.

I saw the moon above the horizon. 

The stories narrated give readers a new perspective 
and broaden their horizons.



Aloft - ऊपर
Adverb: high up; far above the ground; in or into the 
air.

Preposition: on or at the top of.

Synonyms: 

above, over, overhead, up

Antonyms: 

below, under
Pyongyang residents threw their arms aloft in 
triumph as a television newsreader announced that 
their community is among top Green Cities in the 
world.




